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Abstract. Plant cell growth depends on turgor pressure, the cell hydrodynamic pressure, which drives expansion of the extracellular matrix
(the cell wall). Turgor pressure regulation depends on several physical, chemical and biological factors, including: vacuolar invertases, which
modulate osmotic pressure of the cell, aquaporins, which determine the permeability of the plasma membrane, cell wall remodeling factors,
which determine cell wall extensibility (inverse of effective viscosity), and plasmodesmata, which are membrane-lined channels that allow
free movement of water and solutes between cytoplasms of neighbouring cells, like gap junctions in animals. Plasmodesmata permeability
varies during plant development and experimental studies have correlated changes in the permeability of plasmodesmal channels to turgor
pressure variations. Here we study the role of plasmodesmal permeability in cotton fiber growth, a type of cell that increase in length by
at least 3 orders of magnitude in a few weeks. We incorporated plasmodesma-dependent movement of water and solutes into a classical
model of plant cell expansion. We performed a sensitivity analysis to changes in values of model parameters and found that plasmodesmal
permeability is among the most important factors for building up turgor pressure and expanding cotton fibers. Moreover, we found that
non-monotonic behaviors of turgor pressure that have been reported previously in cotton fibers cannot be recovered without accounting for
dynamic changes of the parameters used in the model. Altogether, our results suggest an important role for plasmodesmal permeability in
the regulation of turgor pressure.
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Expansion of the plant cell involves mechanical and hydraulic processes. Mechanical processes include the ability 6

of the cell wall to increase in surface area, called wall extensibility. Hydraulic processes include water movement 7

across the plasma membrane, through aquaporins, or between cells, through channels known as plasmodesmata, that 8

create cytoplasmic continuity between cells, like gap junctions in animals. James Lockhart (1) developed a model 9

that has become widely used in the study of the mechano-hydraulic processes behind irreversible plant expansion. In 10

its original form, Lockhart did not account for plasmodesmata permeability. It has been shown that the diameter of 11

the channel (therefore also its permeability) may vary during plant development which affects movement between 12

cells of small molecules like sucrose (2). The idea that plasmodesmata can regulate fluxes of solutes and water has led 13

to the hypothesis that plasmodesmal permeability may be important for building up turgor during cell expansion. As 14

a consequence of this, theoretical studies have addressed the hydraulic conductivity and the permeability to solutes of 15

a single plasmodesma (3–6) and have started to integrate the role of plasmodesmal permeability into models of plant 16

cell expansion (7). Likewise, gap junction permeability were recently accounted for in models of volume regulation in 17

animal cells (8). Here we further consider the role of plasmodesmal permeability in the expansion of plant cells. 18

The cotton fiber is an ideal system to study the regulation of cell expansion because they are single epidermal cells 19
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Fig. 1. Mechano-hydraulic model of a cotton fiber. Cell shape is approximated by a cylinder of radius r, length L, and volume V . The cell wall has thickness w,
extensibility φ, and yield stress Y . The cell is characterized by an osmotic pressure πfiber, a mechanical (turgor) pressure Pfiber, and a rate of solute import/synthesis α.
The plasma membrane has hydraulic conductivity Lr , mainly associated with aquaporins. Water moves between the cell and the outside through two pathways: through
the plasma membrane (apoplastic pathway) and through plasmodesmata, the nanometric channels connecting the fiber to neighboring cells (symplastic pathway). The three
main variables that describe the fiber cell are its volume, V , its turgor pressure, Pfiber, and its osmotic pressure πfiber.

that mostly increase in length (9, 10). There are several species of cotton (Gossypium), which enables comparisons20

between phenotypes. In Gossypium hirsutum, fibers start growing on the day of anthesis until 20-26 days after anthesis21

(DAA) (9, 10). A study performed by Ruan et al. (11, 12) reported that plasmodesmata change permeability from22

open (0-9 DAA) to closed (10-15 DAA), and then to open (16 onwards) again during fiber growth. The timing of this23

pattern may depend on cultivars and cotton species (13). Besides the dynamics of plasmodesmal permeability, Ruan24

and colleagues (11) also reported peak values of turgor and osmotic pressures at around 15 DDA, which correlated25

with the closure of plasmodesmata. The authors also found that the turgor pressure difference between the cotton26

fiber cell and its adjacent seed coat cell is largest when plasmodesmata are closed. Interestingly, a recent multicellular27

model of equivalent cells shows that low cell-to-cell permeability increases the turgor pressure differences between28

neighboring cells (7), which motivated us to model cotton fiber elongation.29

Several processes may contribute to an increase in cell osmotic pressure during fiber growth. During fiber growth30

there is an increase in the expression level of sucrose and K+ transporters (11), and of vacuole invertase 1 (VIN1) (14).31

(15) reported also an increase in potassium and malate concentrations. All these processes are known for increasing32

osmotic pressure. However, while VIN1 and solute transporters might enhance the accumulation of solutes within the33

fiber, closure of plasmodesmata may prevent leakage of solutes and of water causing a rise of turgor (11).34

In order to better understand the role of plasmodesmata in these observations, we study whether a minimal35

hydro-mechanical model can reproduce the observations of turgor and osmotic pressure peaks during fiber growth.36

Furthermore, we investigate whether the observed correlation of these peaks with plasmodesmata closure and increase37

in solute concentrations are causal in this model.38

Results and discussion39

Mechano-hydraulic model of the growing cotton fiber. We consider a single cotton fiber, connected to neighboring40

cells, as depicted in Figure 1. We aim at a model that is amenable to a comprehensive exploration of the parameter41

space. We thus approximate the fiber geometry to a cylinder of radius r and length l. Given that cotton fibers42

undergo a huge increase in length and minor changes in diameter, we assume that the fiber grows only in length. In43

the following, we derive the system of differential equations that governs the dynamics of the volume of the growing44

cotton fiber cell, V = πr2l, of its osmotic pressure, πfiber, and of its mechanical (turgor) pressure, Pfiber.45
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Water dynamics. Since water is nearly incompressible, the observed change in volume V of the cell is due to water 46

moving in or out of the cell. Water can move either through the plasma membrane (mostly through aquaporins), 47

with flux Fm, or through plasmodesmata, with flux Fp: 48

dV
dt = Fm + Fp. [1] 49

The flux through the membrane is driven by the difference in water potential (chemical potential of water) between 50

the cell (Ψfiber) and the external environment (Ψapoplasm), ∆Ψ = Ψfiber − Ψapoplasm. Water flows towards the 51

compartment with a lower potential 52

Fm = −LAm∆Ψ, [2] 53

where L is the membrane permeability (per unit area) and Am is the membrane surface. It is commonly held that 54

water moves through and along all cell walls (16). We keep this assumption for the side walls of the cotton fiber, and 55

we assume that water may arrive and cross the membrane on all sides of the cell. Because the fibers are very long, the 56

area of cell ends is much smaller than the lateral area, and thus we take Am = 2Πrl = 2V /r, which is proportional to 57

the volume of the cell V . 58

Water potential in a compartment combines mechanical pressure (turgor, P ), and osmotic pressure (π) in this 59

compartment: Ψ = P − π (16). We here consider the developmental phase during which the fiber elongates, while the 60

remainder of the seed has ceased expansion. Accordingly, neighboring cells are at thermodynamic equilibrium with the 61

apoplasmic space, Ψseed = Ψapoplasm, so that the water potential difference, ∆Ψ = ∆P −∆π, with ∆P = Pfiber−Pseed 62

and ∆π = πfiber − πseed. The water flux through the membrane is then 63

Fm = LrV (∆π −∆P ), [3] 64

where Lr = 2L/r is the relative hydraulic conductivity of the membrane (1, 17, 18). An increase in fiber turgor 65

pressure, Pfiber, leads to a decrease of water flux, whereas an increase in fiber osmotic pressure, πfiber, leads to an 66

increase of water flux towards the cell. 67

Water also flows through plasmodesmata channels linking the fiber cell to the seed cell, depending on the turgor 68

pressure difference between the two compartments, 69

Fp = −µ∆P, [4] 70

where µ is the total permeability associated with plasmodesmata. 71

Altogether, the rate of fiber volume change is given by Equations 1,3 and 4, which require prescribing the dynamics 72

of osmotic and turgor pressure. 73

Solute dynamics. The dynamics of osmotic pressure depends on solute dynamics. The total number of solute particles 74

N in the fiber changes through two processes. On the one hand, the fiber may exchange solutes with neighboring cells 75

through plasmodesmata. The concentration of solutes transported by the flux (given by Eq. 4) depends on the flux 76

direction: if the hydrostatic pressure in the seed is higher than in the fiber, the solutes in the seed, with concentration 77

cseed, enter the fiber, otherwise the solutes in the fiber, with concentration cfiber, leave the fiber. On the other hand, 78

the fiber cell uptakes solutes from the cell wall compartment or breaks solute particles into smaller ones (thanks for 79

instance to invertases), leading to an increase in the number of solute particles. As a consequence, the rate of change 80

of solute number is given by 81

dN
dt = µcseed(−∆P )+ − µcfiber(∆P )+ + αV

RT
, [5] 82

where (x)+ denotes the positive part of x, and we introduced the constant of perfect gases R, temperature T , and 83

a normalized rate of solute increase α. Finally, we relate any solute concentration c to osmotic pressure π in the 84

corresponding compartment by π = NRT/V . This approximation is valid for low concentrations, and we obtain in 85

this case the following equation for the dynamics of the osmotic pressure in the fiber 86

dπfiber
dt =α− πfiber

V

dV
dt

+ µπseed
V

(−∆P )+ −
µπfiber
V

(∆P )+.
[6] 87

88
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Table 1. Model parameters.

Symbol Meaning and unit Range
Reference

value
Relative
deviation

Source(s)

Lr
Normalized hydraulic conductivity of the

cell membrane (MPa−1.h−1) 18 − 18000 569 [−0.97, 30.63] Parenchyma cells of corn leaves (19), Chara
algae, onion and pea (20)

µ
Total plasmodesmal permeability

(mm3.MPa−1.h−1)
2.2 × 10−6 −

0.043
3.1 ×
10−4 [−140, 0.99] See Supplementary note

α Source of solutes (MPa.h−1) 0.3 − 0.6 0.42 [−0.29, 0.43] Supplementary note and (11)

πseed
Osmotic pressure of seed proper

(MPa)
0.99 − 1.29 1.13 [−1.08, 1.23] cotton (11), also see (21)

Pseed Turgor pressure of seed proper (MPa) 0.07 − 0.18 0.112 [−0.36, 0.64] cotton (11), also see (21)

Y Yield turgor pressure (MPa) 0.06 − 0.2 0.110 [−0.45, 0.82] Assuming P > Y and taking Pfiber from (11)

φ Cell Wall extensibility (MPa−1.h−1) 0.004 − 0.09 0.019 [−0.79, 3.74] Growing pea stems (17, 22)

Cell wall expansion. The cell wall is under tensile stress due to turgor pressure. This tension leads to both elastic89

(reversible) and plastic-like (irreversible) deformation of the wall. Given that typical values of longitudinal elastic90

deformation are smaller than 10%, even for soft cell walls (23), the huge increase in fiber cell length is mostly91

associated with irreversible deformation. Therefore we have chosen to neglect elastic deformations.92

Cotton fibers grow diffusely (all along their length) at early stages (24, 25). We assume that this holds up to93

growth arrest and we use the classical Lockhart’s equation to model elongation. When turgor is above a critical yield94

threshold (Y ), the rate of volume increase is determined by turgor in excess of Y and cell wall extensibility, φ,95

1
V

dV
dt = φ(Pfiber − Y )+. [7]96

Here Y and φ are fixed values that are representative of parameters that potentially vary along the fiber. Using97

Eq. (1), we eliminate the turgor pressure Pfiber and we obtain the pressure difference ∆P = Pfiber − Pseed as98

∆P =


∆π

1 + µ
LrV

if ∆π
1 + µ

LrV

< Y − Pseed

∆π + φ
Lr

(Y − Pseed)
1 + µ

LrV
+ φ

Lr

otherwise.
[8]99

Equations 1 and 6, together with Eqs. 3, 4, and 8 form a system of differential equations for the two variables V100

and πfiber, with seven parameters: plasma membrane permeability Lr, hydraulic conductivty of all plasmodesmata101

µ, solute uptake/synthesis rate α, extensibility φ, seed turgor pressure Pseed, seed osmotic pressure πseed, and yield102

threshold Y . We consider the initial conditions V (t = 0) = V (0) and πfiber(t = 0) = πseed.103

Model predictions for constant parameters.104

Reference parameter values. We start with the analysis of the model with constant parameters, and in particular, we105

choose as reference parameter values the geometric mean of the range limits indicated in Table 1. We consider these106

ranges to be the biologically relevant values of parameters. As indicated in Table 1), these values were either found107

directly in the literature or were estimated from the literature. The methodology of estimation is detailed in the108

Supplementary note. For instance, the estimation of plasmodesmal permeability µ is based on the methodology used109

in (5). In the following, we refer to the model with constant parameters taking these reference values as the reference110

model. The volume, the osmotic and turgor pressures, and fluxes of the reference model with the initial volume111

V (0) = 1.88× 10−4 mm3 are plotted in figure 2. For these reference parameters, we see that both osmotic and turgor112

pressures reach constant values (after about 400 h) after a monotonic regime. Only the behavior of the first few hours113

depends on the initial conditions. The growth rate defined as 1
V

dV
dt becomes constant as soon as the pressures reach114

their limiting values.115

Sensitivity of model predictions to parameter values. To identify the influence of parameters on the behavior of cotton116

fiber growth, we performed a one-factor-at-a-time sensitivity analysis of the reference model. To do this, we varied117

parameters one by one around their reference value by a maximal 10 percent deviation while keeping all others at118

their reference value, and we monitored the relative deviation of the final values of the three main observable variables:119
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Fig. 2. Behavior of the model with reference values of the parameters. Volume V , osmotic πfiber and turgor Pfiber pressure, and flow rates
through plasmodesmata Fp and through the plasma membrane Fm, shown as a function of time. Reference values are given in Table 1. The initial value of the volume is
V (0) = 1.88× 10−4 mm3 and the initial value of the osmotic pressure is πfiber(0) = 1.13 MPa.

Table 2. One-factor-at-a-time sensitivity around reference parameter values. Values in the table are sensitivities S(X, x) of the
observable X (rows) with respect to parameter x (columns). The final time tmax = 500h is comparable to the natural duration
of cotton fiber growth.

Variable Lr µ α πseed Pseed Y φ

Volume
log (V (tmax)/V (0)) 4.44 × 10−4 −1.38 1.87 −1.09 5.36 × 10−1 −5.27×10−1 2.17

Osmotic pressure
πfiber(tmax) −1.45 × 10−5 −7.51 × 10−4 4.42 × 10−1 1.19 × 10−1 −1.16 × 10−2 1.14 × 10−2 −4.40 × 10−1

Turgor pressure
Pfiber(tmax) 1.60 × 10−5 −9.34 × 10−4 5.47 × 10−1 −1.17 × 10−1 1.18 × 10−2 1.41 × 10−2 −5.44 × 10−1

volume, osmotic pressure, and turgor pressure. As initial conditions for the differential equations, we assume that the 120

turgor pressure in the fiber is initially higher than in the seed cells, as measured by (11, 21), while the duration of the 121

simulation was chosen to be tmax = 500h, comparable with the natural duration of cotton fiber growth. 122

Detailed plots are shown in Figures S4-S6, while sensitivity values are given in Table 2. The sensitivity of an 123

observable X to parameter x is defined as the normalized derivative of X with respect to x at its reference value, 124

S(X,x) = xref
X(xref)

∂X

∂x

∣∣∣∣
x=xref

. [9] 125

126

Table 2 presents the sensitivity of the logarithmic increase of volume log (V (tmax)/V (0)), of the final osmotic 127

pressure πfiber(tmax), and of the final turgor pressure Pfiber(tmax) with to all the parameters of the model. As 128

sensitivities values are normalized, they can be compared; their sign indicates positive or negative effect of the 129

parameter on the observable. We see that some parameters potentially have a stronger influence on the final values of 130

the volume and pressure than others (but some parameters have larger ranges of variation, see below). 131

Regarding the effect on the final osmotic and turgor pressure values, we again observe two groups: Lr, Pseed and 132

πseed have opposite effects on the two types of pressure, while the µ, α, Y and φ affect the two pressures in the same 133
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direction. Regarding the effect on growth, parameters can be classified into two groups: those that increase the final134

volume of the fiber – Lr, α, Pseed, and φ – and those that decrease it – µ, πseed, and Y . We also see that membrane135

permeability Lr has a lower effect on final size than the other parameters, while the closure of plasmodesmata as well136

as the increase of the solute source value have a higher growth-promoting effect.137

Effect of parameters on fiber length and comparison to experimental data. In what follows we further discuss how fiber138

length depends on parameters (see table 2 of sensitivities), and we show that the model is consistent with available139

experimental observations. We start with the normalized hydraulic conductivity of the cell membrane, Lr. An140

increase in conductivity results in larger cell volume (the sensitivity is positive, though small) because it enables a141

higher influx of water for the same difference in water potential. Accordingly, two mutants with short fibres had142

lower aquaporin expression than in wild-type cotton (26) (though osmotic concentration was also altered). Moreover,143

downregulation of the aquaporin GhPIP2;6 led to shorter fibres (27).144

Plasmodesmatal permeablity, µ, has a negative effect on cell volume, because the fiber cell has higher turgor145

pressure that the seed coat and so may loose its contents through plasmodesmata. Consistently, the duration of146

plasmodesmata closure is correlated with fiber length across Gossypum species (12).147

The solute source, α, has a positive effect on fiber volume. Indeed, accumulation of solutes increases fiber osmotic148

pressure, the driving force of growth. This is consistent with experiments that alter solute content of the fiber. Two149

mutants with short fibres had fiber cells with lower osmotic concentration (26) (though aquaporin expression was150

also altered in these mutants). When sucrose synthase is downregulated, sucrose synthase activity correlates well151

with fiber length (28). Finally, the vacuolar invertase GhVIN1 is highly expressed in fibers and its downregulation or152

upregulation respectively leads to shorter or to longer fibers (14).153

Osmotic pressure of the seed coat, πseed, has a negative effect on fiber volume. Indeed, an increase in πseed decreases154

the seed coat water potential and so reduces the relative advantage of the fiber regarding water potential, diminishing155

water flux in the fiber. Conversely, turgor pressure of the seed, Pseed, has a positive effect on fiber volume because156

it contributes positively to water potential of the seed coat, in addition to negatively contributing to flow through157

plasmodesmata out of the fiber. These two parameters have not been manipulated experimentally (without affecting158

the fiber at the same time).159

Yield threshold and extensibility have respectively negative and positive effect on fiber volume, as directly implied160

by Lockhart’s law (Eq. 7). Interestingly, GhTCP4 promotes secondary cell wall formation in cotton fibers(29),161

presumably reducing extensibility or increasing yield threshold. The downregulation or upregulation of GhTCP4162

respectively leads to longer or to shorter fibers, consistent with such effect on extensibility or yield threshold.163

Model sensitivity over the biologically-relevant parameter range. The sensitivity analysis conducted above near the refer-164

ence values was useful in unravelling how observable variables (notably fiber length) depend on parameters. However,165

that analysis implicitly assumed that model parameters have the the same relative range of variations, which does not166

hold as can be seen in Table 1). A parameter with broad biologically-relevant values may have a stronger impact167

on an observable variable than a parameter with narrow biological range, assuming similar sensitivity values of the168

observable variable to these two parameters. To overcome this shortcoming, we introduced the ‘maximal change of an169

observable variable X with respect to the parameter x’ and denote it MC(X,x). This quantity characterizes the effect170

of a parameter on the observable variables when it is allowed to sweep over the whole range of biologically-relevant171

values, we define it as172

MC(X,x) = max (X(x))−min (X(x))
X(xref)

, [10]173

where the maximum and minimum of X are considered while x ∈ [xmin, xmax] with xmin and xmax are the biological174

limits of the parameter x in table 1, while keeping all other parameters at their reference value. By definition, the175

sign of this maximal change is always positive.176

We consider the same observable variables, as for the sensitivities in table 2, namely the logarithm of the ratio177

of final to initial volume, log (V (tmax)/V (0)), the final osmotic pressure, πfiber(tmax), and the final turgor pressure,178

Pfiber(tmax). We plotted the corresponding maximal changes on figure 3. These results single three parameters, µ, α,179

and φ, as the most influential on the observed final volume and pressures.180

Constant parameters imply monotonic osmotic and turgor pressure. We now broadly analyse the behavior of the model,181

considering that the parameters take any value, and notably seek whether the model can predict the observed peaks182

in turgor and osmotic pressures (11). We reduced the number of parameters from 7 to 3 by nondimensionalizing183

Equations (1), (6), and (8). We enumerated all possible behaviors and determined the range of parameter values184

that correspond to each type of behavior. The detailed analysis, the list of all behavior types, and the associated185

conditions are presented in the Supplementary note.186
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Fig. 3. Maximal change. Plotted values are maximal changes MC(X, x) of the observable variable X (final volume, osmotic pressure, or turgor pressure) with
respect to parameter x (hydraulic conductivity, plasmodesmatal permeablity, solute source, osmotic and turgor pressures of seed coat, yield threshold, and extensibility). This
maximal change, defined in equation 10, takes into account the biological ranges of parameeters shown in Table 1. The final time tmax = 500h is comparable to the natural
duration of cotton fiber growth.

Briefly, we proved that, depending on parameter values, we can have both monotonic and non-monotonic behaviors 187

for turgor pressure and osmotic pressure. Having a peak of turgor or osmotic pressure is possible only when the 188

source of solute α is strictly lower than a specific combination of the other parameters, 189

α <
φ

Lr
(Y − Pseed) (φ (Y − Pseed)− Lrπseed) [11] 190

and when the turgor pressure in the fiber is strictly lower than in the seed. None of these two conditions is satisfied 191

by experimental data. The biological range of Table 1 is incompatible with the first condition, while turgor pressure 192

in fiber higher is higher than in the seed (11, 21). 193

Altogether, the model does not recover the observed non-monotonic behaviors of turgor and osmotic pressures (11) 194

for constant parameters having values within the biologically-relevant ranges. 195

A model with dynamic parameters retrieves experimental observations. Based on the above, we consider whether 196

dynamic model parameters allow us to retrieve experimental observations; furthermore, it appears that three 197

parameters µ, α, and φ, are those that have the highest impact on growth and, if made variable in time, could 198

potentially lead to a peak of osmotic and turgor pressures and to an arrest of growth. 199

Vanishing cell wall extensibility yields growth arrest. We first address growth arrest, following Lockhart (1). Several 200

pieces of evidence suggest a decrease in cell wall extensibility during fiber development. The expression of cell 201

wall-related genes is dynamic (30), with notably a decrease of expression of genes involved in cell wall remodelling 202

(30, 31) or an increase in expression of cellulose synthases associated with secondary cell wall (29). The relative 203

quantity of cellulose, the stiffest component of the cell wall, increases during fiber development (31, 32), consistent 204

with an increase in mechanical strength (33). Accordingly, we considered that extensibility vanishes at 500 h and is a 205

linear function of time taking its reference value at 0 h, as plotted in Figure 4-b)). The results are shown in figure 206

4-a). The volume reaches a constant value when the cell wall extensibility becomes zero. The final values of osmotic 207

and turgor pressure are reduced with respect to the reference case. 208

Transient plasmodesmata closure or increased solute source yield a peak in the pressures. We now test the proposal by 209

Ruan et al. (11) that plasmodesmata gating is needed for the peak in osmotic and turgor pressure. To do so, we 210

consider that plasmodesmata permeability, µ, vanishes between 200 h and 250 h, as shown in Figure 4-b. This indeed 211

induces a transient peak in turgor and osmotic pressure, see Figure 4-d). However, this peak is followed by a transient 212
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Fig. 4. Predicted osmotic pressure, πfiber, turgor pressure, Pfiber, and volume, V , of the fiber with dynamical parameters. In
panels (a,d,f) the dashed lines correspond to model predictions when the parameters are constant at their reference values (same as in Fig. 2). In (a), continuous lines
correspond to model predictions with dynamic extensibility, φ, following the temporal pattern shown in (b). In (d), continuous lines correspond to model predictions with
dynamic plasmodesmata permeablity, µ, following the temporal pattern shown in (c). In (f), continuous lines correspond to model predictions with both φ and µ dynamic,
combining the cases shown in (a) and (d). (e) Heat map of the normalised final volume of the fiber (colorscale on right) as as a function of the starting time, t0, and of the
duration, tdist, of plasmodesmata closure. The final volume at 3000 h is normalized by its value for tdist = 50 h and t0 = 250 h.
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drop in pressure, which does not resemble experimental observations (11). As a consequence, additional hypotheses 213

seem to be needed to fully explain the pressure behaviors in cotton fibers. When combining transient plasmodesmata 214

gating and vanishing extensibility (Figure 4-f), the peak in pressures was more similar to experimental observations, 215

although there was a later increase in pressure values. 216

We examined the effect on fiber volume of the temporal pattern of plasmodemata closure. In Figure 4-e), we 217

plotted the ratio Vf

Vref
as a function of the duration and the starting time of closure. This shows that longer fibers 218

are favored by both earlier and longer plasmodemata gating. The former condition is consistent with experimental 219

observations. Cotton lines with altered sterol levels had delayed plasmodesmata closure and shorter fibers (13). 220

We next consider the proposal by Ruan et al. (11) that an increase in solute content of the fiber is also needed for 221

the peak in osmotic and turgor pressure. Several experimental results support such an increase in solute contents. 222

There is peak in expression of genes related to osmolyte accumulation (34). Consistently, there is peak in the 223

concentration of important osmolytes such as potassium/malate around 15DAA (35? ). Accordingly, we considered a 224

dynamic source of solute, with a transient rise from the reference value to the maximal biologically-relevant value (1) 225

of the source parameter α. We observed a peak of turgor and osmotic pressure (Figure S7), but the height of the 226

pressure peak was small, suggesting that solute dynamics has a minor role compared to plasmodesmata gating. 227

Conclusions 228

We have put forward a minimal differential equation-based model to explore the key ingredients for the striking 229

elongation of cotton fibers. We notably assessed the contribution of plasmodesmal permeability in the behavior of 230

turgor and osmotic pressures during cotton fiber development. To do so, we used Lockhart’s model in which we 231

incorporated fluxes of water and solutes through plasmodesmata. Model predictions agreed with available experimental 232

observations. We notably observed that a transient closure of plasmodesma increases fiber length and induces a peak 233

in osmotic and turgor pressure, consistent with a qualitative model proposed based on experimental data (11). 234

Our model has a few limitations. Although the shape of the fiber can be modelled (25), we only considered fiber 235

length in our model, because it can be easily compared to experimental data and because it made it possible to 236

broadly investigate the effect of parameter values on model predictions. The cotton fiber features a complex dynamics 237

of solute import and conversion (e.g. by invertases) (14, 15, 28, 34–36). We considered solutes as whole and modelled 238

a global source of solutes (parameter α) because we lack information to build a detailed model of solutes dynamics. 239

Using such a parsimonious approach allowed us to qualitatively compare model predictions with experimental data. 240

Finally, we considered a single fiber, not accounting for the adhesion with neighboring fibers that occur during part 241

of seed development (30, 37, 38). This is not a real limitation because adhesion would not affect mechanical stress 242

patterns that drive growth and water would still move in the apoplast. 243

We found that a reduction in plasmodesmata permeability enables the building up of turgor pressure in a specific 244

cell type, the cotton fiber. This phenomenon might have broader relevance. The guard cells forming a stoma are 245

symplasmically isolated from (are not connected with plasmodesmata to) neighboring cells, see e.g. (39), while 246

they develop higher turgor pressure than their neighbors, see e.g. (40), which is essential to function of the stoma. 247

Differences in turgor between cells within a tissue might also be important for cell homeostasis (7, 41). 248

Materials and Methods 249

Details are given in the supplementary note. Briefly, model parameters were determined based on a review of the literature, 250

taken from cotton whenever available and from other species otherwise. Numerical solutions and graphs were produced with 251

Python 3.9.5, notably using ’odeint’ to solve differential equations. Formal analysis of model properties allowed us to conclude 252

whether the model predicts pressure maxima. 253
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